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Abstract. This paper introduces bounded paracompactness

and relates the concept to compactness, paracompactness, and

covering dimension.

1. Introduction. It is evident that every compact topological space

is paracompact. Actually compactness implies a stronger property

which we call bounded paracompactness. In this paper we study

bounded paracompactness and a similar property, bounded metacom-

pactness. We establish relationships between these properties and

other well-known topological properties. In particular, bounded

metacompactness is equivalent to bounded paracompactness in a

collectionwise normal space. It follows from a theorem of C. H.

Dowker [l, Theorem 3.5] that every paracompact topological space

with finite covering dimension is boundedly paracompact. We show

here that every locally infinite-dimensional boundedly paracompact

space is compact and, in terms of dimension theory, we give a com-

plete characterization of bounded paracompactness in hereditarily

paracompact spaces.

Throughout this paper, dimension means covering dimension. For the

sake of notational convenience, whenever we write d= { Ua:aEA}

is a collection of sets indexed by a set A, it is understood that if

a^j8 and Ua = Up then Ua=U& = 0.

2. Preliminary results.

Definition 1. Let A be a topological space, let n he a positive

integer, and let 6 be a collection of subsets of A. Then 6 is point

finite of order n provided that each xEX is in at most n members of

C, and 6 is locally finite of order n provided that each xEX has a

neighborhood which intersects at most n members of 6.
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Definition 2. A topological space X is boundedly metacompact

(boundedly paracompact) provided that if Q is an open cover of X,

then there is a positive integer n such that Q has a point finite (locally

finite) open refinement of order n.

Definition 3. Let A be a topological space and let n be a positive

integer. Then X is n-boundedly metacompact (n-boundedly paracom-

pact) provided that n is the least positive integer such that if 6 is an

open cover of X, then C has a point finite (locally finite) open refine-

ment of order n.

We begin by giving several theorems which are analogous to stan-

dard theorems concerning paracompactness. The proof of the first

theorem follows from simple modifications of the corresponding

theorem for metacompact and paracompact spaces. The second

theorem resembles the widely known result of E. Michael [4, Lemma

1 and Theorem l].

Theorem 1. Let n be a positive integer. The following properties are

weakly hereditary:

(i) bounded metacompactness,

(ii) n-bounded metacompactness,

(iii) bounded paracompactness,

(iv)  n-bounded paracompactness.

Definition 4. Let A be a topological space and let n be a positive

integer. A family 6 of subsets of X is n-discrete if and only if it is the

union of n discrete subfamilies.

Theorem 2. Let X be a regular topological space. The following state-

ments are equivalent:

(i) X is boundedly paracompact.

(ii) If © is an open cover of X, there is a positive integer n such that

C has a locally finite closed refinement of order n.

(iii) If 6 is an open cover of X, there is a positive integer n such that

C has a locally finite refinement of order n.

(iv) If Q is an open cover of X, there is a positive integer n such that

C has an open n-discrete refinement.

Proof. The proof of the equivalence of (i), (ii), and (iii) follows

with obvious minor changes from J. Kelley's presentation of the corre-

sponding theorem for paracompact spaces [3, p. 156]. Also it is evi-

dent that (iv) implies (i) so that by the above remarks it is sufficient

to show that (ii) implies (iv). Let <Z be an open cover of X, let

(51= {Ra'-aEA } be a locally finite closed refinement of 6 of order n

and, for each positive integer i not greater than n, let
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<R* = Ifl Rak - U Rf,:ak, p E A il ^ k ^ i)\.

Note that Uf=1 (R,- is a cover of A. We show first that (R„ is a discrete

collection. Let xEA. Then there exists a positive integer i, 1 ̂ i^n,

such that xEnLi-Rat-U/v^Pu (1^&^7- Let F = A-lkwP/3
(1 f^k^i). Then F is an open set containing x. Let <2E<R» such that

Q^nUiRat-VfratRp (1 £*£<). Then Q is of the form ()LiRyk
— \Jfe-,k Rp (1 ^ k = w) so that there exists a positive integer/, 1 £j = w,

such that Ryj^Rak lor any &, 1 =6^7. Hence FPi<2 = 0 so that <R„

is discrete.

Since A is paracompact, there is an open discrete collection S\.'n

such that each member of (R„ is contained in some member of (A'n and

each member of <A'n is contained in some member of 6. Let <R"_i

= {P-U«7:PE9tn-i}. We show that (R»_i is a discrete collection.

Let xEA and suppose that xEDt=i R<*k— U^a* Rp ilSk^i) where

1 :£*2£» —1. Then, as in the same manner as argued above, there is an

open set U containing x which intersects at most one member of

(Rn_i. Hence U intersects at most one member of <R'n'-i. If xEU(Rn

EU(R7 then U(R^ is an open set containing x which does not intersect

any member of (R'/-i- Thus 0"C=i is discrete, so that there exists an

open discrete collection (A'n-i such that each member of (R"_i is con-

tained in some member of (A'n-i and each member of (A'n-i is contained

in some member of 6.

As above we can define discrete open collections (Ri, (R'2, ■ ■ • , 6{'„

so that U",! (Rj covers A and is an open w-discrete refinement of C.

Theorem 3. Every boundedly metacompact collectionwise normal

Hausdorff space is boundedly paracompact.

Proof. Let A be a boundedly metacompact collectionwise normal

Hausdorff space and let 11 be an open cover of A. There is a positive

integer n such that 11 has a point finite refinement 11* = { Ua'.aEA }

of order n. Since A is metacompact and collectionwise normal, A is

paracompact. Consequently, there is a locally finite open refinement

3C= {HpiPEB} of 11*. Let< be a well order on A and for each /3EP

let fi(3) he the least aEA such that H$EUa. For each aEA let

H* = {j{Hll:fif3)=a} and letX* = {H*:aEA }.Then 3C* is a locally
finite open refinement of 11* such that for each aEA, H*EUa- Let

<S*={Fa\aEA} be a closed shrinking of 3C*. Since (A, 3) is normal,

for each aEA there is an open set Va so that PaCF«EFaCTT*. Let

V= { Va:aEA }. Then "U is an open locally finite refinement of 11*

such that for each aEA, VaE Ua.
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Let xEX. Let U=X-U {Va:x<£Va}. Since 13 is a locally finite

collection, 13 is closure preserving. Thus U is an open set containing

x which intersects at most n members of 13.

Theorem 4. Let n be a positive integer and let X be an n-boundedly

metacompact collectionwise normal Hausdorff space. Then X is n-

boundedly paracompact.

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.

Theorem 5 [l, Theorem 3.5]. Let n be a positive integer and let X

be a paracompact Hausdorff space. Then X has covering dimension

n — 1 if and only if X is n-boundedly metacompact.

It might seem reasonable to conjecture that the product of a com-

pact space and a boundedly paracompact space is boundedly para-

compact or that an Pff subspace of a boundedly paracompact space is

boundedly paracompact. These conjectures are shown to be false by

Examples 5 and 6 respectively.

3. A characterization of bounded paracompactness in hereditarily

paracompact spaces. Throughout this section all spaces are assumed

to be Hausdorff.
Definition [2]. Let A be a topological space and let pEX. The

dimension of X at p, divnp X, is defined as follows: dimp X is the least

integer n such that, for some open set U containing p, dim U = n or,

if there is no such integer, dimp X = °o.

Lemma 1. Let X be a boundedly paracompact space and let {x„}"=i

be an infinite collection of distinct points of X such that for each positive

integer n, dimIrl X^kfor any kgn. Then {xn}^°_i has a limit point.

Proof. Suppose {xn}^0.,! has no limit point. Then there exists a

discrete collection { Un}n-X of open sets of X such that for each n,

xnEU„. For each n, choose open sets Vn and Wn such that x„EWn

EWnE VnEVnE Un- Since dimIn X ^ k for k g n, Wn is not ^-dimen-

sional. By Theorem 5, W„ is not (n + l)-boundedly metacompact, and

hence it follows that Wn is not (w + l)-boundedly paracompact.

Hence there is an open cover %v„ of Wn which has no locally finite

open refinement of order n + l. Let 13„ = {Za:Za is open in Vn and

ZaCfWnE'Wn} ■ Let tin be the open cover of Un consisting of 13„ and

the set Un-Wn. Let 11 = (U;=11U)U {A-cUld Vf)}. Then 01 is
an open cover of X, since cl(U"=i Vf) = U,j°_i Vn.

Let A be a positive integer and let 13 be an open refinement of 11.

Let W# = {AT\Wn:AEV}. There exists xEWn such that each open
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set about x intersects A+2 members of Wjy. Hence each open set

about x intersects A+2 members of 13. This contradicts the hy-

pothesis that X is boundedly paracompact.

Lemma 2. If X is a boundedly paracompact space, then the set of

points of X at which X is infinite-dimensional is compact.

Proof. Let A be a boundedly paracompact space and let A be the

set of points at which X is infinite-dimensional. Suppose A is not

compact. It is clear that A is closed and hence metacompact. Thus

there is an infinite collection {x„}^=i of distinct points of A which has

no limit point in A. Since A is closed, {x„}^°=i has no limit point in X.

This contradicts Lemma 1. Thus A is compact.

Theorem 6. // X is boundedly paracompact, then precisely one of the

following is true.

(i) X is finite-dimensional.

(ii) X is nonempty, compact, and infinite-dimensional at each of its

points.

(iii) X = A\JB; where A is nonempty and compact, X is infinite-

dimensional at each point of A, B is nonempty and finite-dimensional,

and X is finite-dimensional at each point of B.

(iv) A = ylW(U"_0 Af); where A is nonempty and compact, and X

is infinite-dimensional at each point of A; Anis nonempty for infinitely

many n, and for each n such that An¥L0, X is n-dimensional at each

point of An; U"_0 An is infinite-dimensional; and if {ni}f=x is any sub-

sequence of the nonnegative integers such that for each positive integer i,

XiEAni, then c\({xi}f,x)C\A 9^0.

Proof. Let A be a boundedly paracompact space which does not

satisfy (i) or (ii). Let A = {a:dima X = <x> } and for each nonnegative

integer n, let An= {x:dimx X = n}.

Suppose first that A = 0. If only finitely many An were nonempty,

then by [2, Theorem 3.3], X would be finite-dimensional. As this is

not the case, there are infinitely many nonnegative integers n for

which An9^0. Hence there is an infinite subset {xj}j" x of distinct

points of X such that for each positive integer i, dim^ X^k for any

positive integer kgi. By Lemma 1, {x<}4" i has a limit point xEX.

It is easy to see that xEA. Thus A^0, and by Lemma 2, A is

compact.

Since X does not satisfy (ii), there is a positive integer p such that

Ap9i0. If ICo^n is finite-dimensional, then X satisfies (iii) where

B is taken to be U™_0 A„. Otherwise, U"_0j4„ is infinite-dimensional
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and so for infinitely many n, An9^0. Then by Lemma 1, A satis-

fies (iv).

It can be seen that the classes of spaces satisfying these four state-

ments are mutually exclusive. Thus if A is boundedly paracompact,

it satisfies exactly one of the conditions of the theorem.

Theorem 7. Let X be a hereditarily paracompact space which satisfies

one of the four statements of Theorem 6. Then X is boundedly paracom-

pact.

Proof. We shall continue to use the notation of Theorem 6. Clearly

if X satisfies either (i) or (ii), then A is boundedly paracompact.

Suppose A satisfies (iii) and let 11= { £7: a Eft} be an open cover

of A. Since A is paracompact, there is a one-to-one open refinement

5C= {Ha:aEQ,} of 11 such that HaEUa for each aE&. Since A is

compact, there is a finite subcollection {TT„,: 1 577= &} of 3C which

covers A. LetT)= {Hr\B:HE3C-}- Since B is finite-dimensional and

paracompact, B is boundedly paracompact. Hence there is a positive

integer m and an open locally finite refinement W of V of order m.

Let A = A-U-,iP„i and let W'= {WC\N:WE'W}. Define g to be
"W'W { Ua/-1 ^i^k}. Since B is open in A, gis an open locally finite

refinement of 11 of order less than or equal to m + k. Therefore A is

boundedly paracompact.

Suppose A satisfies (iv). Let 11= { Ua'.aE&} be an open cover of

A. There is a one-to-one open refinement V = { Va:aE&} of Ii such

that VaE Ua for each aE<3l- Since A is compact, there is a finite sub-

collection V'= { Vai:l ^i^k} which covers A. Suppose there are

infinitely many A„ which are not covered by V'. For each integer n

such that An is not covered by V', let xnEAn — DV. The set of all

such xn has a limit point xEA, and there exists VXV such that

xE F. But then there is some x„E V. This contradicts the assumption

that x„E^4» — UV. Thus there are only finitely many An which are

not covered by V'. Let m be the largest nonnegative integer such that

Am is not covered by V. Let B = X-\J?=1 Va,E\}?,0Ai. Then B is

open in A and for each bEB, dimbX^m. Thus for each bEB,

dimb B^m. By [2, Theorem 3.3], B is finite-dimensional. The remain-

der of the proof that A is boundedly paracompact follows from an

argument similar to the argument of the previous paragraph.

An alternate characterization of bounded paracompactness in

hereditarily paracompact spaces is the following theorem.

Theorem 8. If X is a hereditarily paracompact Hausdorff space,

then X is boundedly paracompact if and only if X=A\J(\)n=lAn),
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where A is compact and X is infinite-dimensional at each point of A,

and where each An is open in X and finite-dimensional, such that every

sequence in U„°=x An having no limit point in X is residual in some An.

Proof. Suppose that X is boundedly paracompact. For each posi-

tive integer n, let It,, = { U: U is an open subset of X and dim Ugn}

and let An = \J{U: UE^n}- Let A=X — (J„°=xAn. Let n be a positive

integer. Since An is paracompact, tin has a closed locally finite refine-

ment g. Suppose that GEQ- Since G is closed and contained in some

member U of lU, dim G^dim Ugn. Hence by the General Sum

Theorem, dim Angn. Since X is infinite-dimensional at each point

of A, by Lemma 2, A must be compact. Lemma 1 shows that every

sequence in {)n=xAn which is not residual in any An must have a limit

point.

The proof of the converse can be shown in a manner similar to the

proof of Theorem 7.

Corollary. // X is a metric space, then X is weakly infinite-dimen-

sional if and only if X is boundedly paracompact and the set of points of

X at which X is infinite-dimensional is weakly infinite-dimensional.

This follows from Theorem 8 and [5, Theorem VI.6].

4. Examples. We now summarize the relationship of the properties

we have been investigating to other topological properties.

(Hausdorff Spaces)
w-Bd. ra-Bd.
Meta. <-Para.

1                       I
Bd. Meta. <-Bd. Para. <-Compact

I                       1
Meta. <-Para. <-Metrizable

(Collectionwise Normal Hausdorff Spaces)

w-Bd.              n-Bd. dim X = n — 1
Para. <-> Meta. <->     and Para.

I I
Bd. Para. <-► Bd. Meta.

The following examples show that there are no additional implica-

tions among these properties.

Example 1. A metrizable space which is not boundedly metacompact.

By Theorems 3 and 6, any locally infinite-dimensional metric space

which is not compact will suffice (e.g. Hilbert space).

Example 2. A 1-boundedly (O-dimensional) paracompact Hausdorff

space which is neither compact nor metrizable.
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Let (R, 3) be the real line with the half-closed half-open interval

topology.

Example 3. A 2-boundedly metacompact Hausdorff space which is

not paracompact.

Let R he the real line and let A = {l/n'.n is a positive integer |. Let

S be the usual Euclidean topology for R and let 3 = { U—B: UE& and

BEA }. Then (R, 3) has the desired properties.

Example 4. A metrizable (collectionwise normal) boundedly meta-

compact space which is not (finite-dimensional) n-boundedly metacom-

pact for any positive integer n.

The Hilbert cube has the desired properties.

Example 5. A compact metric space X and a boundedly paracompact

metric space Ysuch that XXYis not boundedly paracompact.

Let A be the Hilbert cube and let F be the real line. It follows

from Theorem 6 that AX Fis not boundedly paracompact.

Example 6. An F„-subspace of a boundedly paracompact Hausdorff

space which is not boundedly paracompact. For each positive integer n,

let Bn he the closed standard M-ball in Euclidean M-space and imbed

B = U„-iBn as a subspace of the Hilbert cube so that for i¥"j,

BiC\Bj = 0. Then B is an P„-subspace of the Hilbert cube, but B is

not boundedly paracompact.
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